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Loss of Vision after Laser Peripheral Iridotomy:
A Case Report
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ABSTRACT
Laser Peripheral Iridotomy (LPI) is a common laser procedure carried out in patients with narrow or occluded
irido-corneal angles at risk of developing angle closure glaucoma. Nd-YAG and Argon laser are used sequentially
in our local population to create an iridotomy. Posterior segment complications are rare after this procedure and
generally can occur due to direct laser induced damage. We report a 44-year old patient, who had LPI performed
on his both eyes. Post laser patient complained of reduced vision in his left eye and was evaluated in our
glaucoma clinic. On examination, his vision was 20/25 unaided in his right eye and 20/60 in his left eye with no
further improvement. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) revealed presence of cystoid macular edema (CME)
in his left eye responsible for his reduced vision.
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INTRODUCTION
Laser Peripheral Iridotomy (LPI) is the procedure of
choice in patients with Primary Angle Closure
Glaucoma (PACG), Primary Angle Closure (PAC) and
Primary Angle Closure Suspects (PACS).1 The
procedure is also carried out in eyes with secondary
causes of iridocorneal angle closure.2
LPI creates an alternative route for aqueous escape
from posterior to anterior chamber thus relieving the
relative pupillary block.3 In light colored eyes, NdYAG, can work fine but in brown Asian eyes due to
heavily pigmented iris, combined Argon and YAG
Iridotomy remains the treatment of choice.4
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Although the procedure is commonly practiced in
glaucoma clinics universally, it is not free of side
effects and complications. Several possible post-laser
complications have been reported following this
procedure including transient rise in intraocular
pressure, posterior synechiae formation, transient
blurred vision, choroidal effusion, formation of focal
lens opacities, corneal decompensation, aqueous
misdirection, retinal hemorrhages and choroidal and
retinal detachment.5
We report here a case of patient who developed
blurred vision in his left eye after getting LPI in his
both eyes simultaneously.

CASE REPORT
A 44-year-old male attended our glaucoma clinic with
complaint of blurred vision in his left eye for last 2
weeks. He had been diagnosed with glaucoma and was
using fixed combination of Timolol 0.5% and
Dorzolamide 2% twice a day in his both eyes. His
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Figure 1: Above: Anterior Segment of Right and Left Eye showing Iridotomies; Middle: Fundus photographs of right and left eyes; Below:
Optic discs of both eyes.
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OCT RNFL Left Eye

Figure 2: Optical Coherence Tomography of Right and Left Eye showing Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer Analysis (RNFL). Right RNFL appears
normal while there is thinning of RNFL in supero-temporal quadrant in left eye.

treating physician advised him for LPI which was
carried out simultaneously on his both eyes under
topical anesthesia. The details of the procedure were
not known. After the laser, he complained of blurred
vision in his left eye. He did not have family history of
glaucoma and no significant past and present medical
or surgical history.
On examination in our clinic, his best corrected
visual acuity (BCVA) was 20/25 unaided in the right
eye and 20/60 in the left eye with no further
improvement. His intraocular pressures with
Goldmann Applanation Tonometer (GAT) were 16
mm Hg in his right and left eye. His corneas were
clear and pupils round and reacting. His central
corneal thickness (CCT) was 525 microns in his right
eye and 530 microns in his left eye. Gonioscopy
revealed Iridocorneal angles grade II in all quadrants
by Shaffer’s classification. He had two iridotomies
present at 10’O and 2’ O Clock position in both eyes
and were patent (Figure 1). Media were clear and the
dilated fundus examination with 90 DS Volk lens
showed a cup disc ratio of about 0.3 with healthy rims
in his right eye while it was calculated at 0.6 in the left
eye (Figure 1). Left macular reflex appeared dull on
further examination. Optical coherence tomography
(OCT) of retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) and macula
was requested. Right RNFL analysis was within
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normal limits while left eye showed early thinning in
superior-temporal area (Figure 2). Macular scans
measuring 6.6 mm X 6.6 mm of right eye was normal
while it showed presence of cystoid macular edema
with central macular thickness (CMT) of 630 microns
(Figure 3).
This patient was advised intravitreal injection of
Bevacizumab (Avastin – Genintech, USA) in dose of
1.25 mg/0.05 ml in his left eye. This was carried out in
the operating room under sterile condition. With
patient’s history of glaucoma, he was given 2 tablets
of Acetazolamide 250 mg, 6 hours before injection.
At 4 weeks postoperative, patient’s vision had
recovered to 20/25 in his left eye unaided and a repeat
OCT scan of macula showed flat retina (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION
Cystoid macular edema (CME) after LPI is one of the
most uncommon complications of this procedure.
Medline and PubMed search found only 2 reports of
this complication. The first one reported in literature
was in 1983 by Choplin.6 This has been followed by
another report of delayed appearance of CME after
LPI by Yang and colleagues published in 2018.7
Though Irrvine – Gass syndrome remains the
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Figure 3: Optical Coherence Tomography of Left Macula showing presence Cystoid Macular Edema. Optical Coherence Tomography of Left
Macula 1 month after intravitreal Bevacizumab.

common cause of CME after cataract surgery,8 there
are numerous other conditions described with this
clinical appearance of fluid filled cystoid spaces in
macular area elegantly seen on the macular scan.
There are several mechanisms postulated for the
development of the CME. The diffusion of
inflammatory mediators such as prostaglandins can
Pak J Ophthalmol. 2021, Vol. 37 (4): 431-435

cause increased permeability of retinal blood vessels
resulting in outpouring of fluid.9 This theory is
supported by the evidence that cyclooxygenase
inhibitors such as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs reduce the incidence of CME. We can theorize
that laser application to the Iris can cause release of
such mediators causing CME in our patient. As this
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patient had LPI performed simultaneously on both
eyes, this theory does not hold good. The patient
developed CME only in one eye. The vitreo-macular
traction (VMT) is another factor which can cause
stress at the Muller cells and feet exerting traction
force with release of basic fibroblastic growth factor
(bFGF), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
and platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF).10 This
results in blood retinal barrier breakdown with
development of edema. However, no sign of VMT was
evident on patient’s retinal examination. However,
dispersion of normal vitreo-macular interface can
occur due to the laser energy resulting in release of
mediators leading to breakdown of blood retinal
barrier with clinical appearance of CME. Vascular
disorders such as diabetic retinopathy (DR) and
Branch Retinal Vein Occlusion (BRVO) are one of
main group condition, which can result in CME.11 Our
patient did not fall in any of these groups.
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CONCLUSION

3.

Cystoid macular edema in a patient after simultaneous
laser peripheral iridotomy in both eyes is a rare entity.
Multiple hypotheses can be formulated to explain it.
However, to prove it further work has to be done.
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